
5  Reasons  Why  Your  Employees
Are Quitting

Any business owner knows the anxiety when great employees quit their jobs. We
invested training, resources, and time. Then your employee puts in their two
weeks notice.

Why did this happen?

This article explains some of the top reasons that employees quit their jobs. Hold
an exit interview to discover where your employees were dissatisfied.

Low Compensation
Money is one of the most persuading factors for business decisions. This includes
wage. Your employees want to be paid what they deserve. If your incentive does
not fit the employee’s effort you could experience a high turnover rate. Especially
in a tight market for talent where your employees may be getting contacted about
opportunities  that  are  offering  a  better  compensation  package.  Retraining,
relocating, and hiring is a hefty cost for the company. In the end, paying your
employees less could be costing your company more.

Negative Environment
Bullying,  screaming,  talking  down,  mismanagement,  hostility,  or  more  subtle
forms of poor communication are all forms of a toxic work environment. As a
business leader, you should not accept this environment as “what it is.”

What is the root of the problem?
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If  an employee is  spreading gossip then speak with them. If  the problem is
ongoing, you will probably experience high turnover in your workplace. Another
common problem I hear about is lack of recognition or appreciation for the job
your employee is doing. Showing appreciation goes a long way to building loyalty
with your employees.

No Opportunity for Growth
According to a survey by TinyPulse, Only 26% of employees surveyed felt they had
adequate opportunities for career growth. The managers of these same employees
were  more  optimistic:  50%  of  managers  surveyed  felt  there  was  adequate
opportunity for professional development at their organizations. This is a major
disconnect!

The miscommunication can lead to a high turnover rate. Employees want to work
for a company where they can advance their career. To avoid conflict, provide job
trainings and promote new openings internally.

Poor Management
Poor  management  impacts  the  entire  organization.  Employees  become
unproductive,  unmotivated,  and  the  company  is  unable  to  fulfill  it’s  potential.

The average organization is 50% as productive as it should be, thanks to less-
than-optimal leadership practices.

Problems of Poor Management

Operate Bad Meetings
Employees Not Recognized
Employees Afraid of Losing Job
Stressful, Negative Work Environment
Hire the Wrong Candidates
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Pursue Another Passion
Sometimes, the career just does not fit your employee’s passion. They may decide
to  move  onto  another  career  that  is  a  better  fit.  Don’t  take  this  rejection
personally. Wish them good luck.

It is inevitable that your employees will quit. However, if you are experiencing
high turnover it is important to discover why this is occurring. I am a specialty
Recruiter for Regulatory and Quality professionals and can help find you the right
candidate the first time, and can give you some insights on how to keep the
employees you have. Contact me at jking@rqfocus.com or (541) 639-3501.


